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An
Define
inference
fixed mindset.
is a conclusion
reached
on the basis of evidence
__________________________
and reasoning. Readers infer
__________________________
many
topics.
__________________________
For example -__________________________
• ________________________
__________________________
________________________
__________________________
• ________________________
__________________________
________________________

Mindset is ____________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

__________________________
• ________________________
__________________________
________________________
•__________________________
________________________
________________________
__________________________
__________________________
The
reader must examine the
facts
a novel
or real-life
Define in
growth
mindset.
situation to make an inference.
__________________________
Here
is an example.

__________________________
Bill walks into the Verizon store
__________________________
wearing
a wet bathing suit. He
carries his iPhone in his hand.
__________________________
The screen is cloudy with
__________________________
condensation.
A drop of water
falls from the iPhone to the floor.
__________________________
__________________________
You
can infer _______________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
____________________________
____________________________
__________________________
______________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
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Growth Mindset

What your prediction correct? Explain.
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
______

They
also
have
a
specific
personality and a certain moral
For example -character. Creative abilities and
are static. People with a
•intelligence
________________________
fixed mindset wonder. --- "Will I
________________________
look smart?" "Will I succeed?" Due
to this, they avoid difficult tasks
• ________________________
that might show limitations. A
________________________
person
with a fixed mindset avoids
tasks that seem challenging. The
•thinking
________________________
is if a person avoids
________________________
difficult
tasks, the person won't
make mistakes. People with a fixed
•mindset
________________________
feel the need to prove
________________________
themselves
over and over again.
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Define
fixed mindset.
An
inference
is a conclusion
reached on the basis of evidence
Peoplereasoning.
with a fixed mindset
and
Readersassume
infer
everyone has a restrictive aptitude.
many topics.

Mindset is a particular way
of thinking : a person's
attitude or set of opinions
about something.

The
examine the
Definereader
growth must
mindset.
facts in a novel or real-life
A growth to
mindset
based
on the
situation
makeisan
inference.
idea
that
basic
qualities
can
Here is an example.

improve with effort. Even though all
people
are into
different,
everyone
can
Bill
walks
the Verizon
store
grow
through
practice
and
wearing a wet bathing suit. He
experience. Challenges help people
carries
his iPhone in his hand.
with a growth mindset become
The screen is cloudy with
stronger. They like to try new
condensation.
drop aof growth
water
things. PersonsA with
falls
from
the
iPhone
to
the
mindset
see
failure
as floor.
an
opportunity to grow. Feedback is a
goodcan
thing.
welcome input
You
infer They
_______________
from others. Individuals believe
__________________________
their talent will develop by using
good strategies. They are inspired
____________________________
by the success of others. _
____________________________
______________________
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I just can’t do this.

I’m going to practice until I get it right.

My work is fine just the way it is.

What can I do to make this even better?
Is this my best work?

It’s too hard. I give up.

I can do this with more time and effort.
Let me try a different strategy.

I made a mistake.

Mistakes will help me learn.

What your prediction correct? Explain.
My friends can do this; why can’t I?
I’m going to learn from my friends.
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
I like being told that I am smart.
I like being told that I work hard.
___________________________________________________________________
______
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